Abstract. As a consequence of fast and most recent enhancements in the sphere of IT, information can be transferred on an enormous distance in a very diminutive time. On the other hand safekeeping of sensitive unclassified information becomes more significant in certain circumstances and for these persistence different Cryptographic strategies exists to protect efficiently the concealment of statistics. In this article, we envisioned an effective methodology developed from linear fractional transformation for the composition of nonlinear constituent recognized as S-box and additionally upshot of application of 16 diverse Primitive Irreducible Polynomials (PIPs) are inspected to increase its performance. Moreover, to inspect the performance of S-box against linear and differential attacks we operated illustrious properties of S-box like linear and differential approximation probabilities. To examine the encryption abilities of S-boxes well-known tests of strict avalanche criterion, nonlinearity and bits independence criterion are also applied.
Introduction
Nowadays, different categories of bounded and unbounded communication means are developed to transmit confidential information. But mostly these communication networks are not perfectly secure for transmission of confidential information. To overcome this problem of interference as well as misuse, illegal access, modification, disclosure or loss of data over insecure transmission networks, a number of encryption algorithms are presented in literature by renowned cryptographers. Joan Daemen and Vincent Rijmen also announced a well-known AES encryption algorithm which also based on nonlinear constituent Substitution box (S-box). S-box is a building block of any encryption algorithm to provide confusion during encryption procedure. A symmetric key cryptography which operates a similar key for encryption and decryption has a nonlinear and bijective matrix known as S-box. This nonlinear transformation transforms input binary digits onto output binary digits. According to Shannon [1] S-box operated to generate confusion in the course of process of encryption so that attacker might not attack on confidential information easily. A high confusion producing capability of S-boxes is responsible for a great security to cryptosystems for securing data associated to particular entity. S-box utilized a matrix of table and also prominent for fast software encryption performances [2] . Additionally, to design cryptographically an effective S-box a number of mathematical techniques and methodologies have been presented in [2] . Literature evaluation characterizes that a number of mathematical structures are proposed for construction of bijective transformation S-box. In [3] [4] S-boxes are designed through an effective approach of fractional linear transformation and also inspected to perceive the excellence of generated S-boxes. Moreover, an action of 2, 2 on 2 is applied to design S-box [5] . A well-organized technique is also suggested to design S-box in [6] which based on TD-ERCS chaotic structure. In [7] a symmetric group is functioned for establishment of Sbox. In addition, a Mobius transformation based technique is proposed to generate highly nonlinear and strong 131028 S-boxes [8] . In [9] a method of Vender Pol Oscillator is considered to form a resilient S-box. In [10] author applied a certain specific technique of irreducible polynomial to establish 29 S-boxes but only 1 is bijective having higher algebraic expression. A specific category of invertible mappings is operated on generated elements of S-box to enhance the confusion producing capacity of nonlinear constituent [11] . Any encryption algorithm depends on performance of S-box for security which can be high or low. Before application of S-boxes in any algorithm for better encryption it must be investigated using some appropriate properties recognized as cryptographic properties of S-box. To observe the behavior of S-box against some recognized differential and linear attacks the tests of differential and linear approximation probabilities are applied [12] [13] . In literature, a criterion is specified to find cryptographically strong and good Sbox [14] [15] . The proposed criteria included nonlinearity, strict avalanche criterion and bits independent criterion that are briefly discussed to analyze the strength of good S-box [5] [6] [7] [8] [11] [12] [13] . The given manuscript is managed as follows.
In section 2, the algebraic techniques and mathematical methodologies are briefly discussed. Also this section includes a flow chart which represents the whole algorithm. To analyze the strength against some cryptographic properties like differential and linear approximation probability, bits independence criteria (BIC), strict avalanche criterion (SAC) and nonlinearity are concisely examined in section 3. Section 4 contributes conclusion about recent research article.
Algebraic Structure to Design S-Boxes
Primitive irreducible polynomials (PIPs) which are defined on smallest finite field 2 plays a greater part in 2 . Also primitive polynomials have convenient applications in the field of computers. Digital computers utilize a binary number system to operate on given instructions, so for this purpose primitive polynomials defined on a finite field 0,1 . Furthermore, there exists 29 irreducible polynomials in 2 but only 16 polynomials are primitive which provides a surety that elements can be generated for 2 . The design methodology of proposed S-boxes is classified as follows,
Step-I: For construction of S-box(i), i=1,2,3,…16, initially elements of Galois field of order 256 are produced utilizing 16 different PIPs described in Table 3 in binary form as well as in decimal representation. The methodology of generated elements is represented in an algorithm exposed in Table 2 . Every polynomial generates elements in terms of ′ ′ under modulo that polynomial, so that elements must have a range 0 2 255.
Step-II: The left or right group action of a projective linear group , . . 0 , , , ∈ 2 is applied on elements of ∈ 2 as follows,
(1) For some particular instances 39, 211, 32, 250 ∈ 2 utilizing in Eq. 1 we will have LFT expression as follows: (2) Step-III: Substitute values of 2 39,211,32,250 and values of such that 0 2 255.
Step-IV: Numerators and denominators are exchanged with corresponding values of generated elements in terms of ′ ′ from Table 1 .
Step-V: A calculated values in terms of ′ ′contributes 16 different S-boxes corresponding to each PIP utilized to generate elements. 
Analysis of Security of S-Boxes against Linear and Differential Cryptanalysis Linear Approximation Probability (LAP) Analysis
Linear approximation between key and ciphertext bits of plaintext is recognized as linear cryptanalysis. Linear approximation is finding afterwards outcomes of linear approximation table through utilization of nonlinear component S-box. According to Matsui, linear cryptanalysis is a linear attack which attempts to recover information from nonlinear component [16] . Linear approximation probability in Eq. 3 identifies the probability value about the existence of linear functions and possibilities of linear attacks on nonlinear constitute. The confusion creating component S-box must be protected against particular linear attacks. The LAP corresponding to input mask χ and output mask χ can be described as,
Where cardinality is represented by 2 and provides all possible input values. The evaluated values corresponding to all 16 different S-boxes are interpreted in Table 4 and also graphical representation in Fig. 2 . The indicated values of constructed S-box corresponding to PIP demonstrates that resistance against linear attacks is superior than other all S-boxes constructed with other 15 PIPs. Secondly, = = = are better for protection against linear cryptanalysis. 
Differential Probability Analysis:
The differential approximation probability technique is utilized on 16 different S-boxes to observe the differential values which demonstrate the strength of S-boxes against differential attacks. The values of DPs corresponding to each S-box are evaluated by using following definition,
Where input differentials at input level are represented by and their corresponding output differentials are indicated by . Also 2 indicates the number of elements. The results of differential approximation probability for 16 different proposed S-boxes corresponding to , 1 16 are presented in Table 5 . Furthermore, the designed values of DPs are interpreted in Fig. 3 and comparison expresses that the greatest value of DP is 0.0703125 corresponding to . Hence the S-box corresponding to is better for utilization in encryption algorithms. 
Assessment of Nonlinearity:
The examination of nonlinear component S-box provides the analysis of existence of nonlinear Boolean functions. When nonlinearity increases its value up to optimal value 120 then existence of linear functions also reduces. The value of nonlinearity designates the number of bits which want to reach the closest affine function represented in truth table of Boolean functions. The analysis of 16 different S-boxes for nonlinearity is identified numerically in Table 6 and as well as graphically in Fig 4. Graphical observation of nonlinearity analysis displays that evaluated value 109 of nonlinearity of proposed S-box constructed against PIP is comparatively superior to all other S-boxes. The finalized report of analysis of nonlinearity indicates that proposed S-box against is suitable for application in encryption algorithms. Table 6 . Assessment of Nonlinearity of S-boxes w.r.t 16 PIPs.
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Investigation about Strict Avalanche Criterion:
In this criterion, the analysis of output binary digits of proposed S-boxes are made when input binary digits are toggled. For better encryption abilities, constructed S-box must have a 50% variation of output binary digits when a single input bit is complemented. Constructed S-box can create greater resistance against cryptanalysis if one half output bits are changed with respect to a change is made in a single input binary digit. To assess the data protection ability of designed S- boxes the test of SAC is applied on entire S-boxes and exhibits their calculated maximum, minimum and average values in Table 7 . The demonstrated values of SAC which best fulfill the definition of SAC is specified in Table 7 and graphically interpreted in Fig 5 are maximum SAC=0.5625, minimum SAC=0.4375 and average SAC=0.5. The superior values of SAC for better encryption are associated to primitive polynomial as compared to others due to acceptable average value 0.5. 
Assessment of Bits Independence Criterion (BIC):
This criterion is also plays significant part to investigate the independence of output binary digits which was first recommended by Webster and Tavares in [17] . BIC can be defined as for a certain set of avalanche vectors the avalanche variables should be pairwise independent when avalanche vectors generated by the complementing of a single plaintext binary digit. This criterion is applied on 16 recently erected S-boxes to inspect the performance of these Sboxes. The assessment of S-boxes about independence of binary digits is presented in Table 8 and also calculated values of maximum, minimum and average values of BIC for nonlinearity are mentioned for comparison. The comparison is made for all 16 S-boxes corresponding to polynomials from to and their average values of BIC for nonlinearity are graphically indicated in Fig.6 . Numerical values and graphical behavior of average BIC characterizes that value of BIC corresponding to have acceptable outcomes as compared to other polynomials. Average SAC value
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Avg. SAC Consequently, the results expresses that the first S-box have enhanced encryption performance to produce confusion in confidential data for security. 
Conclusion
In this research article, an innovative technique established on LFT is proposed for the construction of nonlinear component S-box. The suggested algorithm depends upon 16 primitive irreducible polynomials (PIPs) which are applied to generate the elements of finite Galois Field of order 256. The design structure includes the application of 16-PIPs to increase the capability of encryption algorithms through the construction of S-boxes and also for each precise polynomial 131028 S-Boxes can be proposed. Therefore, to operate 16 PIPs 2096448 highly nonlinear S-boxes can also be generated.
To assess the impact of 16-PIPs which are applied to increase strength of confusion creating aptitude of constructed S-boxes we have announced recognized properties of differential approximation and linear approximation probabilities along with bit independence criterion, nonlinearity and strict avalanche criterion. The analysis through signified properties designates that all 16 S-boxes have best encryption power but S-box corresponding to is superior to all other designed S-boxes. The entire research work concludes that primitive polynomial have better applications for construction of S-boxes. Furthermore, primitive polynomials defined in 2 have better utilization in field of cryptography to increase security.
